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Bloodborne Pathogen Training Course

BLOODBORNE
PATHOGEN
TRAINING
INCLUDES:
Introduction to
Bloodborne Pathogens
How Infection Occurs
Specifics Bloodborne
Pathogens
Transmitting Bloodborne
Pathogens
Recognizing the Potential
for Exposure
Methods to Control the
Risk of Exposure
Using Personal Protective
Equipment
Immunizations
What to do if Exposure
Occurs
Housekeeping
Communicating a Hazard
in the Workplace
Class Evaluation

Bloodborne Pathogen Training
Employers are required to provide yearly Bloodborne Pathogens training for
employees who might reasonably be exposed to bloodborne pathogens in the
course of their employment. (see 29 CRF 1910:1030(g)(2)(vii).
Bloodborne Pathogens in the Workplace is designed to provide students with
the essential knowledge necessary to help reduce or eliminate the occupational
risk of bloodborne pathogens. The training program teaches the information
every employee who has occupational exposure needs to know to avoid
accidental exposure to potentially infectious materials and manage an
accidental exposure if occurs

Course Audience
Individuals with a reasonable anticipation of contact with blood or other
potentially infectious materials as a result of performing designated job duties.
This can be taught as a standalone or alone with CPR, AED and First Aid. As
well we can integrate your company’s bloodborne pathogens policy into the
training to complete the mandatory training, ensuring you have met the OSHA
requirements.
Core Learning Objectives of this training program will provide students with the
essential knowledge necessary to help reduce or eliminate the occupational
risk of exposure to bloodborne pathogens. The goal is to help students
understand the risk and develop behaviors that will help protect them when
they are exposed to blood or other potentially infectious materials.

Programs are conducted in a user friendly environment, with a combination of
video and instructor lead class. Students are given ample time to practice skills,
as individuals and in groups. Instructors are there every step of the way to
provide feedback and respond to students questions. At the end of the class,
students who pass will be given a certification of completion, which is good for
1 year.
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